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This article examines how conversational repair is organized in the reduced communicative
channel of whistled speech in San Pedro Sochiapam Chinantec of Oaxaca, Mexico. It argues that
studies of language channeled through different modalities affect our understanding of human language more generally. While repair in whistled speech shares the same universal sequence organization as repair in spoken speech, there are noteworthy differences in the preference organization
and the typology of repair in whistled speech: a reduction in the types of repair initiations; a lack
of preference for self-initiated repair; and an inversion of the frequency relation of open and restricted repairs to favor open formats. I propose that these patterned differences are motivated by
a reduced semiotic carrying capacity of the whistled channel.*
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1. Introduction. Whistled speech provides opportunities to learn about language
mediated through a channel in which the communicative modalities are reduced to a
bare minimum. Focus on whistled speech registers in linguistics has unsurprisingly
been in the fascinating areas of perception and phonology, since a spoken language is
reduced to pitch contrasts and melodies that can be whistled over long distances. (For
recent overviews and advances see Meyer 2015 and Rialland 2005.) However, there has
not been any focus on what the structure of whistled conversations actually looks like
and how people work together to get a message right through the reduced linguistic
channel. This article serves to fill that gap, examining conversational repair: ‘the
self-righting mechanism for the organization of language use in social interaction’
(Schegloff et al. 1977:381). I present results from analysis of whistled conversations
collected through video-recordings of naturalistic and experimental situations during
fieldwork in San Pedro Sochiapam,1 a Chinantec-speaking community of Oaxaca,
Mexico. The report finds that while repair in the whistled register is similar in sequential structure to universally documented patterns of repair in spoken language conversations (Dingemanse & Enfield 2015, Schegloff et al. 1977), it differs from repair in
spoken dialogue in three key ways: a reduction in the range of repair initiations used, a
lack of a clear preference for self-initiated repair, and an inversion of the frequency relation between open and restricted repairs to favor open repairs. I suggest that the re* This work was possible because of the support of the speaker-whistlers of Sochiapam, especially
Marcelino Flores Mariscal. The research was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation’s
Documenting Endangered Languages Program (BCS-1126027) and Alaska EPSCoR (OIA-1208927). My description and analysis were possible because of decades of language documentation and orthographic development by David and Christine Foris. David Foris commented on a draft of this article and discussed finer
aspects of Sochiapam Chinantec morphosyntax and phonology. Wilfrido Flores Hernández helped me develop a better understanding of repair in spoken Chinantec. Deborah Tannen, Amir Zeldes, and Terra Edwards
commented on drafts and Tanya Stivers and Stephen Levinson commented on earlier presentations of this
work. Thanks also to audiences at ICCA-14, the NCALA 2014 workshop, and participants in the Georgetown
Interaction Lab. My thinking on conversational repair owes a debt to conversations with members of the ERC
funded project Human Sociality and Systems of Language Use directed by Nick Enfield. Many thanks also to
the editors of Language, particularly for comments by associate editor Natasha Warner, and to two referees:
Mark Dingemanse and an anonymous referee. Finally, thanks to Dan Duncan for his role recording a portion
of archived materials, and to David Yetman, my codirector of the NSF archive-documentary project.
1 Sochiapam is the preferred spelling for the community, though an alternative spelling of Sochiapan is also
found in the literature. The suffix /-apam/ ~ /-apan/ in Nahuátl means ‘at/near a river’.
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duced and transformed repair system in whistled speech is related to the reduced degrees of freedom of the semiotic carrying capacity of the whistled channel. In
order to explore these issues I first present background on whistled speech, Sochiapam
Chinantec, and conversational repair.

2. Background.
2.1. Whistled speech. Whistled speech is a register of a language that is rechanneled to be whistled—a mediated form of communication that modifies the vocal tract
to another type of bodily instrument. I use the term ‘mediated communication’ although
it has gained its currency in linguistics in reference to the mediation of new media or
historically recent technologies like radios and cell phones. Whistled speech is rather an
ancient practice of bodily mediation that rechannels language through a reduced vocal
tract. Whistled speech registers are more common in the world than one might think,
having emerged independently through convergent evolution on all populated continents. They have typically developed on rugged landscapes and in climate conditions
(e.g. fog) that make coming into face-to-face interaction difficult and potentially costly
in terms of time, resource, or energy expenditure. For example, a canyon too far to
shout across, and requiring a day’s hike to get into speaking range, could be whistled
across in seconds. Chinantec whistlers have also described the register being used to
relay messages transitively, in the way that radio operators serially relay messages beyond the originator’s transmission range. As such, there was a clear value for whistled
speech as a regional communication system before the introduction of electronic media.
Recognizing whistled speech as mediated communication makes the useful point that
mediated communication is not necessarily about new media and technologies but is
fundamentally about the instrumental mediation of human language, a fact also shared
by speech, sign, and whistling. This makes whistled speech particularly important to
linguistic theory. In addition to the bodily mediation of whistling speech, the participation frames of whistled conversations also differ from the norms of a face-to-face
speech-exchange system. It is common for whistling interlocutors to be out of sight of
one another, obscured by distance, fog, or structures. Thus it is not surprising that Chinantec whistled speech is strikingly lacking in gestures.
Whistling speech creates a reduced channel of communication based on qualities of
the spoken language and adjustable in instrumentality (lips, tongue, finger assist) for
various distances and functions (see Busnel & Classe 1976 and Meyer 2015 on mechanisms of whistle production worldwide). Sochiapam Chinantec speakers use three
verbs to characterize the different instrumental forms for whistling over different relative distances: sie2 for close-by whistling, jui32 for mid-range, and juo2 for far distance,
up to about 1 km depending on the conditions (Foris 2000:21). In whistling a tonal language like Chinantec (the raised numerals in the orthography indicate tone melodies),
the supralaryngeal articulations rather than the larynx are used to carry the fundamental
frequency of utterances, and additional supralaryngeal articulation is reduced or eliminated. Consonants and vowels drop out of the system, but other elements of the speech
signal can remain, including tone, stress, syllable count, glottal closure, intonation, and
rhythmicity. Whistled speech in nontonal languages may also rely on the relative pitch
of vowels and residual consonantal coarticulation effects that affect formant frequencies. (See Meyer 2008, 2015 and Rialland 2005 for recent reviews of whistled speech
typology in tonal and nontonal languages.) As a specialized version of a language used
for specific purposes in particular social circumstances, whistled speech varieties are
linguistic registers. As a linguistic register, whistled speech is most commonly used for
a limited range of topics, and depending on the cultural practice, whistled speech sys-
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tems vary from those including formulaic utterances, poems, and proverbs similar to
some drum and gong systems (Carrington 1976, Nketia 1976) to generative systems
making it possible to chat, conduct business, and make plans, as is the case with Sochiapam Chinantec whistled speech.
That humans have the ability to transpose the qualities of spoken language to a musical form has attracted the fascination of some scholars, including George Cowan, who
introduced Mazateco Whistle Speech to the linguistic community in a 1948 article published in Language. Whistled speech was also investigated along with other surrogate
speech systems in a 1976 double volume edited by Thomas Sebeok and Donna
Umiker. The phonology of Sochiapam Chinantec whistled speech was first described in
David Foris’s dissertation, A grammar of San Pedro Sochiapan Chinantec (1993), and
a later book based on that work (Foris 2000). Whistled speech has also been noted in
other Mesoamerican languages, including Zapotec (Sicoli 2007), Mazatec (Cowan
1948, Pike 1967), Mixtec (Gerfen & Baker 2005), and Tepehua (Cowan 1972).
An example of a conversation from the Sochiapam Whistled Speech Archive (Sicoli
2012) is shown in 1. This is an untroubled conversation, showing no repair initiation.2
The participants, Roman and Israel, are standing along a trail, separated by about 100
meters. The person address terms in the transcripts are nicknames.
(1) CAM20538_01; 00:01.810 (Transcription represents the spoken Chinantec
equivalent of what was whistled, as translated by speaker-whistlers. Tones
are noted by raised numbers; 1 = high and 3 = low. Example designators and
time codes correspond to those in the Sochiapam Whistled Speech Archive.)
1. Roman: Sé1tó3 réi13.
‘Israel over.’
2. Israel:
¿He13?
‘Huh?’
3. Roman: Tsá1jaɨh21 hiá1 hmá2 cá2fe21 quion21 ná3 tsa3háu2 réi13.
‘Let’s go weed my coffee plants tomorrow over.’
4. Israel:
Jan1 réi13.
‘OK over.’
5. Roman: Lá2 juɨ21 ná3 nɨ́1má1 ngau32 réi13.
‘I’m going to whistle when I’m going over.’
6. Israel:
¿Ha3 jinh1 chi21 hmá2 cá2fe21 quián13 nú2 réi13?
‘Where are your coffee plants over?’
7. Roman: Lɨ́1mɨ́1húh2 réi13.
‘Where the river meets the mountain over.’
8. Israel:
Jáun2 tsáu13 tsa3háu2 réi13.
‘Let’s go tomorrow over.’
9. Roman: Lá2 te1 ná3 yeh3 Síx1tó1 renh2 nɨ́1 má1 ngau32 réi13.
‘I’m going to call to my brother Sixto when I go over.’
10. Israel:
Jan1 réi13. Nɨ́2 juɨ21 nɨ́1 má1 cháuh3 réi13.
‘OK over, whistle to me when you’re going over.’
This is a fairly typical exchange for whistled speech in Sochiapam. People use whistled
speech to ask questions and get answers and to make plans. For these Chinantec agriculturalists it is also used to describe the state of affairs in one’s immediate surroundings, such as relating what stage fruit and crops are in. Conversations are fairly short,
2

Media for the examples are available online at http://muse.jhu.edu/article/619542.
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with short turns and simple responses, and the conversations are often grounded in
knowledge of the local speech environment, but as example 1 shows the register can be
used for communicating novel ideas like potential future plans.
Example 1 also shows that the structure of a whistled conversation more closely
resembles the electronically mediated long-distance communication register of push-totalk radio operators (Szymanski et al. 2006) than face-to-face talk or telephone conversations. There is generally no overlap between speakers’ turns, and turns typically end
with an utterance-final lexical marker. The utterance-final particle réi13 functions similarly to ‘over’ in radio operator talk (Foris 2000:22), being used to mark the ends of
turns. But réi13 is not identical to English over, since it is phrasally bound as a clitic without a phonological pause and its use is occasionally extended to delineate the junction of
two utterances within a single turn, as in line 10 in example 1 (often as an afterthought).
Réi13 is virtually absent in speech, with the exception of an emphatic affirmative response
to a question Ján1 réi13 ‘Yes definitely’ (David Foris, p.c., 2015). Réi13 is also used in the
shouted-speech register, which was used as an intermediate code to teach the whistled
register to boys (since the register is only used by men in Sochiapam although it may be
understood by women), and which is used in emergencies. The Chinantec whistled
speech register has nearly fallen out of use, as whistled registers have in most of the world
(though there are revitalization efforts in some areas). Whistled registers are an analog,
preelectric form of long-distance communication that may be seen as anachronistic in a
world of PA systems, walkie-talkies, two-way radios, cell phones, and instant messaging.

2.2. Sochiapam chinantec. Chinantec languages are spoken and whistled in the
southern Mexican state of Oaxaca, which has one of the highest percentages of Indigenous populations in Meso-America. Oaxaca is linguistically diverse, with more than
sixty Indigenous languages spoken in an area about the size of the US state of Indiana.
San Pedro Sochiapam is in the northern region of the state on mountains that slope
down toward the Gulf of Mexico. The landscape is rugged, cut by canyons, and often
enshrouded by fog as the moist air from the Gulf packs in against the 3,000-meter
(10,000-foot) high mountains that block the moisture from moving further south.
Chinantec is one of the most prosodically complex of the Otomanguean languages of
Mexico (Sicoli 2005). Sochiapam Chinantec has mostly isolating morphosyntax, with
words that are typically one or two syllables, and it has a modest consonant inventory of
eighteen supralaryngeal consonants plus /ʔ/ and /h/ (Table 1).
nasal
plosive
fricative
affricate
lateral
flap

bilabial
m
p
ɸ <f>, β <b>

interdental
θ <th>, ð <d>

alveolar
n
t
s
ts͡ <ts>
l
ɾ <r>

postalveolar
ɲ <ñ>
ʐ <z>
t͡ʃ <ch>

velar
ŋ <ng>
k <qu, c>
ɣ <g>

Table 1. Sochiapam Chinantec consonants (modified from Foris 2000:14), in IPA
with orthographic conventions in angle brackets.

glottal
ʔ <h>

h <j>

As illustrated in Table 2, the language has seven vowels, with nasalization on vowels,
and seven tones: high1, mid2, low3, high-to-low fall13, mid-to-low fall23, low-to-mid
rise32, and mid-to-high rise21. These are written with raised numbers at the end of each
syllable. There are also two patterns for stress across each syllable: the first is called
‘ballistic’ syllable stress and represents a shorter vowel with a high peak of intensity
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that quickly declines, and this contrasts with ‘controlled’ syllable stress, which shows
longer vowels and a steady rather than sudden declination (Foris 2000).3

close
close-mid
open-mid
open

front
unround
i
ɛ <e>

central
unround
ɐ <a>

back
unround
round
ɯ <ɨ>
u
ɤ <ë>
ɔ <o>

Nasalization can occur on any vowel <vn>
tones: ˦ <H1>, ˧ <M2>, ˨ <L3>, ˦꜒ <HL13>, ˦꜒ <ML23>, ˨꜒ <LM32>, ˨꜒ <MH21>
stress: ballistic <v́>, controlled <v>

Table 2. Sochiapam Chinantec vowels (modified from Foris 2000:14), in IPA
with orthographic conventions in angle brackets.

In the whistled register, consonants, vowels, and nasalization all drop out; however,
with the glottal stop, the tones, and the stress patterns, there are still twenty-eight contrast possibilities for each syllable that can be whistled. This yields a very productive
and flexible morphophonological system for both the spoken and the whistled registers.
And since verbal and nominal inflection have prosodic specifications, whistled speech
can carry information about abstract categories such as possession and tense-aspectmood, which allows one to whistle about events displaced in the past and future. To illustrate some of this potential, Table 3 presents fourteen prosodic contrasts possible for
the syllable /ta/.
controlled
ta1
ta2
ta3
ta13
ta23
ta21
ta32

gloss
‘(I) will be prompt.’
‘(I) am prompt.’
‘(her/his) foot’
‘(we) will fight’
‘(we) fight’
‘work’
‘ladder’

ballistic
tá1
tá2
tá3
tá13
tá23
tá21
tá32

gloss
‘entire’
‘recently’
‘a weaving’
‘(we) will carve’
‘(we) carve’
‘Will (s/he) weave?’
‘(S/he) will weave.’

Table 3. Fourteen-way prosodic minimal set (after Foris 2000:19).

Facts about polar and content questions in Sochiapam Chinantec are relevant to examining other-initiated repair in the language. Polar (yes/no) questions can be formed
in Sochiapam Chinantec through the utterance-initial word hí1 or by tone umlaut producing a complex set of tone correspondences that are generally higher than the declarative version of the initial element of the sentence. (For a full description of question
tone umlaut see Foris 2000:342.) Content questions are formed with content (wh-)
question words for the ontological categories shown in Table 4.
To give an idea of how whistled speech parallels spoken Chinantec, Figure 1 shows
Praat grids (Boersma & Weenink 2015) of the same sentence in whistled and spoken
forms, illustrating their pitch tracks and spectrograms. The pitch tracks show a striking
equivalence, and the spectrograms show the parallelism of syllable count and timing.
3 I shared a recording of seven ballistic–controlled word pairs from the archive with Christian DiCanio,
who after acoustic phonetic analysis added (with caution because of the small sample) that in addition to
being shorter with higher intensity, Sochiapam ballistic vowels also have increasing H1–H2 and a lower spectral harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR).
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ontological
category
Thing
Place
Person
Selection
Manner
Reason
Time
Amount
Quantity

content
q-word
he3
jính1
hin2
hín2
lánh3
he3 láɨ́h32
lɨ́h3
cónh3
jáh3

gloss
‘what’
‘where’
‘who’
‘which’
‘how’
‘why’
‘when’
‘how much’
‘how many’

note

also ‘which’ (animate)
inanimate
commonly as ha3 lánh3
lit: ‘what be gained’

Table 4. Content question words in Sochiapam Chinantec (after Foris 2000:345–51).

Of all consonants only syllable-final glottal stops are represented in the whistled speech
channel; an abrupt cessation of signal occurs where glottal stops are present.

ʔɛ˨

lɯ˧ kjɛ́ɯ˨ʔ hnú˧ nɛ́˨꜒ nɛ́˨ ɾɛ˦꜒ j
what hod eat
2s today expl over
‘What did you eat earlier today?’

Figure 1. Parallel whistled and spoken utterances.4
4 hod: hodiurnal past (occurring earlier in the day) (Foris 2000:115); expl: explication adverb, which indicates here that the speaker is requesting a response (Foris 2000:358).
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2.3. Conversational repair. Conversational repair refers to ‘an organized set of
practices through which participants in conversation are able to address and potentially
resolve … problems of speaking, hearing, or understanding’ (Sidnell 2010:110). Repair
has been researched since the 1970s with examinations of such aspects as whether self or
other initiates repair (Schegloff 2000, Schegloff et al. 1977); whether the repair is initiated in the same turn, next turn, or after the next turn (Schegloff 1992, 1997); and how a
repair initiation is remedied (Curl 2005). With self-repair, a speaker halts and adjusts or
corrects his or her own speech. Research on repair in spoken languages has demonstrated
a crosslinguistic preference for self-initiated repair (Moerman 1977, Schegloff et al.
1977), where a speaker anticipating trouble may head off the need for another to initiate
the face-threatening act of other-repair (see Brown & Levinson 1978, Goffman 1967 on
positive face, negative face, and politeness in conversation). Schegloff, Jefferson, and
Sacks (1977:362), arguing for the preference for self-initiated repair in interaction, state
that ‘[e]ven casual inspection of talk in interaction finds self-correction vastly more common than other-correction’. Since the publication of their article there has been a substantial literature that supports the preference for self-initiated self-repair in spoken
conversation both in terms of frequency (see Kitzinger 2013 for a review) and in the use
of features like turn-transition timing (Stivers et al. 2009), where other-initiated repairs
are commonly delayed, giving the first speaker a chance to self-repair. Yet other-initiated
repairs are still common (Dingemanse et al. 2015 reports on average one every 1.4 minutes across a sample of twelve languages) and have been relatively well studied in English (Curl 2005, Drew 1997, Kendrick 2015, Koshik 2005, Lerner 2004, Robinson
2006, Schegloff 1992, 1997, among others), with a growing number of studies on languages other than English (Blythe 2015, Dingemanse 2015, Enfield 2015, Floyd 2015,
Gísladóttir 2015, Levinson 2007, 2015, Manrique 2016, Moerman 1988, Rossi 2015, Wu
2006, 2009, Zhang 1999, among others).
Other-initiated repair initiations and their remedies form side sequences, which divert a conversation from the topic at hand (Goffman 1981, Jefferson 1972, Schegloff
1992) and can be recursively embedded within any stretch of talk (Levinson 2013). At
the turn in which other-repair is initiated (T0), the progress of the conversation is halted
by some indication of trouble with the prior turn (T−1) (and in some cases a prior sequence or interpretive frame) and a solution in the following turn (T+1) is made relevant. Example 2 shows the basic three-part sequence in American English data drawn
from Schegloff et al. 1977:367, also showing the common solution of a full repetition of
the trouble source.
(2)
A: Were you uh you were in therapy with a private doctor?
B: yah
A: Have you ever tried a clinic?
(T−1)
(T0)
→ B: What?
A: Have you ever tried a clinic?
(T+1)
B: ((sigh)) No, I don’t want to go to a clinic.
Conversational repair is a sequence organization that can be played out after any turn
in a conversation (Schegloff 1982), with all languages showing devices dedicated to
this interpersonal achievement (Dingemanse et al. 2013). Drew (1997) referred to repair initiations like What?, What did you say?, and Huh? as open-class repair initiators,
because in orienting toward the trouble source (T−1) they leave open and unrestricted
what the problem is with the prior talk, merely initiating a request that the speaker of
T−1 do something to remedy the trouble. Open repair initiators contrast with restricted repair initiators, which may use such grammatical devices as content question
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constructions to provide the speaker of T−1 with some specification restricting the request to something specific about the trouble (e.g. Which John?, You went where?).
Speakers can also offer a possible understanding by repeating what they think they
heard or paraphrasing a meaning as an understanding check. Our collaborative actions
to repair intersubjectivity in conversation by the universal means of request and offer
speech acts shows repair to be built on foundations of human prosociality.
As a side sequence, other-initiated repair is a particularly stable environment for
comparing across languages because it has systemic properties but is always implemented through the resources of a particular language. Recent research in comparative
perspectives has developed a typology of other-initiated repair that captures these generalizations (Dingemanse & Enfield 2015). In this typology, repair is seen to occur universally in a three-turn sequence that pivots on the repair-initiation move (T0), with
both retrospective and prospective dimensions illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The retrospective and prospective dimensions of conversational repair
(after Dingemanse & Enfield 2015:105).

As Dingemanse and Enfield (2015:105) explain:

The distinction between open and restricted type format is retrospective: it is about the nature and location of the trouble in prior turn. The distinction between request and offer type formats is prospective: it
is about the nature of the response that is relevant in next turn. The two dimensions together define three
basic types of formats for repair initiation: (1) open request, (2) restricted request, and (3) restricted
offer.

These three typological categories are emergent from the more basic ontological categories dividing the retrospective and prospective dimensions. Retrospectively, the repair initiation can be open or restricted, and prospectively, it can be a request, such as
asking for repetition or specification, or an offer, such as proffering a candidate understanding. The basic format types for other-initiated repair found crosslinguistically are
shown in Table 5.

Open-type initiators request repair by indicating a problem with the prior talk, leaving open what or where
the problem is.
• Interjection with questioning intonation.
• Question-word from the paradigm of question words in a language. Usually a thing interrogative,
sometimes a manner interrogative.
• Formulaic. Expressions (constructions) not incorporating an interjection or question-word, often
managing social relations or enacting politeness.
Restricted-type initiators restrict the problem space by locating or characterizing the problem in some detail.
• Request type (asking for specification/clarification). Typically done by content question words, often
in combination with partial repetition.
• Offer type (providing a candidate for confirmation). Typically done by a repetition or rephrasing of
all or part of T−1.
• Alternative question. Repair initiator that invites a selection from among alternatives.
Table 5. Basic format types for other-initiation of repair (after Dingemanse & Enfield 2015).

3. Data and methods. Data for this article are from a corpus of forty whistled conversations video-recorded in and around San Pedro Sochiapam, Oaxaca, on two field
trips in January and November 2011 for an NSF RAPID response grant to produce an
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online linguistics archive of Chinantec whistled speech conversations and an educational documentary. Materials were gathered in HD video formats supplemented by
digital audio recordings. They were produced by a total of five male speaker-whistlers
in two types of tasks: naturalistic conversations and a map navigation task (Brown et al.
1983).5 Most of the conversations took place in ecologically appropriate environments
where whistled speech is used, such as out in the hinterlands and among the agricultural
and pastoral lands. Conversations were both spontaneously instigated by the speakers
and in some cases prompted with topics given by the director of the documentary film.
I modeled the map navigation task on psycholinguistic experimentation in order to test
the productivity and intelligibility of whistled speech in a culturally unusual setting.
The task involved two speakers separated by a blind, each with an identical hand-drawn
map of an imaginary town populated with places (e.g. church, bus station, corral, water
source, municipal building). One person picked a course and while tracing it on his map
whistled directions for the other speaker to follow and draw on his parallel map. The
task was applied in multiple trials on both field trips with different participants conversing. The success of their navigation abilities supports the intelligibility and productivity of Sochiapam Chinantec whistled speech even outside of its usual ecology.6 I
worked with native speakers at the Chinantec Language Center in Sochiapam to transcribe and translate the spoken equivalents of the whistled conversations, using ELAN
(Wittenburg et al. 2006) to annotate and then archive the materials.7 Repair sequences
were identified in the data and coded using conventions detailed in ‘A coding scheme
for other-initiated repair across languages’ (Dingemanse et al. 2016).
4. Results. The whistled speech corpus shows a high frequency of other-initiated repair and almost no self-initiated self-repair. The corpus also shows reduction in the
basic format types for other-initiated repair, with relatively few restricted repair initiations compared to open repair initiations, and within restricted repair, showing no restricted requests and no alternative questions.

4.1. The predominance of other-initiated repair over self-initiated repair.
Of 438 turns at talk in the whistled speech corpus, self-initiated self-repairs are virtually
absent, but we find sixty-eight other-initiated repairs in forty short conversations. This
amounts to 15.5% of all turns being used to initiate repair in whistled speech or once
every several seconds, far more frequent than the once every 1.4 minutes of talk found
in a comparison of eleven spoken and one signed language (Dingemanse et al. 2015).
Moreover, the few self-initiated repairs I witnessed were all instrumental failures (i.e.
the lips were too dry) rather than repairs of lexical choice or grammatical correction.
This is different from spoken Chinantec, where Fox and colleagues (2009) assembled a
The video documentary Whistles in the mist, which aired on the Arizona Public Television station’s program In the Americas with David Yetman, illustrates the settings, conversations, and map navigation task. It is
available to view at http://vimeo.com/57291304. Additional materials are archived in the Sochiapam Whistled Speech Archive at http://hdl.handle.net/1839/00-0000-0000-0016-B4F7-7@view.
6 Given the dimensionality of the task, it worked best when both participants were literate and thus accustomed to visualizing two-dimensional representations. The dyad of Victor and Marcelino, who are both literate, did very well. The dyad of Pedro and Marcelino did better when Pedro was calling and Marcelino
following than when Marcelino called and Pedro followed on his map.
7 The materials were recorded in the performance of a project to produce an educational documentary and
a linguistics archive of Chinantec whistled conversations. I worked primarily with Marcelino Flores Mariscal
to transcribe the materials at the Chinantec Language Center he operates from his house in San Pedro Sochiapam, and also with other speakers who were participants in the videos, and I checked the transcriptions for
typos and correct word breaks with David Foris (p.c. 2015).
5
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sample of 201 Sochiapam Chinantec self-initiated repairs in a comparative study of
self-repair. This reminds us of Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson’s (1974) caveat that each
speech-exchange system may have its own adapted set of rules and preferences.

4.2. A reduction in the basic format types for other-initiated repair. Table
6 shows the different categories of repair initiators found in the corpus and their frequencies. The vast majority of repair initiations are open requests (87%), with over half
of all repair initiations being monosyllabic interjections. Restricted offers make up the
remaining 13%, and there is an absence of repair initiations in the format of restricted
requests and alternative questions. The relationship between the proportions of open
and restricted repair initiations in whistled speech stands out as inverted from what we
see in repair initiation in spoken languages crosslinguistically, where restricted requests
range from about 50–80% of all repair initiations (see contributions to the 2015 Open
Linguistics special issue ‘Other-initiated repair across languages’, edited by Dingemanse and Enfield).8
type
Open
87% (n = 59)
Restricted
13% (n = 9)
total
100% (n = 68)

subtype
Interjection
Content question word
Formulaic

Request (asking specification)
Offer (providing a candidate)
Alternative question

frequency
36
10
13

proportion
53%
15%
19%

68

100%

0
9
0

0%
13%
0%

Table 6. Repair initiators and their frequency in the Sochiapam Chinantec Whistled Speech corpus.

Table 7 further breaks down these data by the specific repair-initiation forms and frequencies for their subtype (open vs. restricted). The interjection he13 was used to initiate
63% of all open-class repairs. This interjection is one of the only utterance tokens that
was not marked with the utterance-final marker réi13, instead standing alone as a monosyllabic minimal utterance to initiate repair. The question words he3 ‘what’ and ha3 lánh3
‘how’ were also used to initiate repair as part of the phrases ¿He3 juáh1 hnú2 réi13? ‘What
did you say?’ and ¿Ha3 lánh3 lɨ́2juah21 hnú2 réi13? ‘How did you say?’. ¿He21? ‘What?’
occurred once as a minimal token with rising pitch rather than the low tone of its citation
form and without the utterance-final marker réi13. In addition, phrases like ‘I don’t understand’ and ‘I didn’t hear you’ were also used to initiate repairs. I group these constructions under the category ‘formulaic’ (Dingemanse et al. 2014:14), which has been
used for conventions in English like Sorry or I beg your pardon, since they prompt repetitions much like the other open-class repair initiators. They were also predominantly
(though not exclusively) used by one speaker who mainly formulated repair through the
‘What did you say?’ construction and these formulaic utterances instead of the interjection ¿He13?, which was most commonly used by all other participants.9 The multiple op8 This number is from raw relative frequencies not having been controlled for extraneous factors such as
noise, participation framework, and so forth, and hence it should be used with caution in direct comparison.
Dingemanse and colleagues (2015) show that trouble-prone conversational environments influence the likelihood of the frequencies of open repair initiators to perhaps move in the direction of the relative frequencies of
whistled speech.
9 It is important to note that in addition to exhibiting some stylistic difference from the other speakers
(using the more explicit ‘What did you say?’ rather than ‘Huh?’), the speaker’s use of references to hearing
and understanding—such as ‘I don’t understand’ and ‘I didn’t hear you’—are related to the fact that the
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tions within the open request may also show the functional differentiation of ‘items in a
system’ (for a helpful review see Dingemanse et al. 2014:16).
subtype
Interjection
Question word
Formulaic
Request
Offer

chinantec
¿He13?
¿He21?
¿He3 juáh1 hnú2 réi13?
¿Ha3 lánh3 lɨ́2juah21 hnú2 réi13?
¿Ha3 tiá2 ngɨ3 nia21 réi13?
¿Ha3 tiá2 niéih3 réi13?

gloss
‘Huh?’
‘What?’
‘What did you say?’
‘How did you say?’
‘I don’t understand.’
‘I didn’t hear you.’

none
¿Hí1 + candidate?
¿Candidate?

PolarQ + candidate
‘to the cornfield?’

Table 7. Repair initiation forms and their frequencies.

frequency
63% (n = 37)0
1.5% (n = 1)0
14% (n = 8)0
1.5% (n = 1)0
17% (n = 10)
3% (n = 2)0
subtotal n = 59
0% (n = 0)0
89% (n = 8)0
11% (n = 1)0
subtotal n = 9

The restricted repair initiations were almost all of the form using the polar question
marker hí1 plus a candidate offering, and in one case during the map navigation task
was just a candidate offering. The 89% of candidate offerings explicitly marked with hí1
stands out with regard to the relationship between polar questions marked with hí1 and
those marked only by tonal umlaut on the first word that has been described for the spoken language (Foris 1993:506). In a corpus of texts from the spoken language, only
15% of yes/no questions were explicitly marked with hí1.10 Another interesting difference in the whistled speech corpus is that the restricted request format type is notably absent. In other-initiated repair in comparative perspective, restricted requests
represent between 20% and 50% of all repair initiations: for example, 33% in Murinh
Patha of Australia (Blythe 2015), 26% in Siwu of Ghana (Dingemanse 2015), 25% in
Lao (Enfield 2015), 22% in Icelandic (Gísladóttir 2015), 26% in Yélî Dnye (Levinson
2015), and 45% both in English (Kendrick 2015) and Italian (Rossi 2015). Though a
language like Cha’palaa of Ecuador shows a spoken outlier as low as 15% in comparable corpora (Floyd 2015), it is conspicuous that restricted requests are absent in the
whistled conversation corpus, particularly since these types of restricted repairs are possible in spoken Chinantec (Wilfrido Flores Hernández, p.c., 2015) and the use of such
content questions is attested in the grammatical literature on Sochiapam (Foris 2000)
(see Table 4 above).

4.3. Repair-initiation format types and common remedies. Examples 3–6 illustrate the most frequent types of other-initiated repairs found in the corpus and their
common remedies. Example 3 shows an open-class interjection ¿He13? ‘Huh?’. The
most common solution for the interjection is the full repetition, as in line 3.
(3) CAM20509_01; 00:017.680
1. Israel:
¿Tiá1 má2 lɨ32 ñí1 nɨ́2 réi13?
‘Are you already finished there over?’
→ 2. Roman: ¿He13?
‘Huh?’
speaker was noticing some age-related hearing loss during our visits. He was able to converse with less trouble in close-distance tasks (like the map navigation task) than in long-distance tasks.
10 ‘Of 60 yes/no questions which occur in text material … there are nine instances of the query word hí1
and 51 instances of interrogative intonation’ (Foris 1993:506).
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¿Tiá1 má2 lɨ32 ñí1 nɨ́2 réi13?
‘Are you already finished there over?’
4. Roman: Ján3 réi13.
‘Yes over.’
Example 4 illustrates an explicit open request form ¿He3 juáh3 hnú2 réi13? ‘What did
you say over?’, with the solution being a near full repetition disposing of ñí1 nɨ́ 2 ‘there’,
which is implicit in the context of the participation frame. Such reductions through
omitting dispensable items occurred in several remedies.
(4) CAM20307_01; 00:07:51:15
1. Victor:
¿Tiá1 quieh2 náh2 jú13 ñí1 nɨ́2 réi13?
‘The mosquitos are not biting you there over?’
→ 2. Marcelino: ¿He3 juáh3 hnú2 réi13?
‘What did you say over?’
→ 3. Victor:
¿Tiá1 quieh2 náh2 jú13 réi13?
‘The mosquitos are not biting you over?’
Example 5 shows the formulaic expression ‘I don’t understand’. This expression was
more likely to be used as a non-first repair initiation, as in this case.
(5) CAM20307_01; 00:07:56:24
3. Victor:
¿Tiá1 quieh2 náh2 jú13 réi13?
‘The mosquitos are not biting you over?’
(10 sec)
→ 4. Marcelino: Ha3 tiá2 ngɨ3 nia21 réi13.
‘I don’t understand over.’
→ 5. Victor:
¿Tiá1 quieh2 náh2 jú13 réi13?
‘The mosquitos are not biting over?’
Example 6 shows the most common type of restricted offer repair initiation, in which
the polar question word hí1 frames a candidate offering and makes relevant (dis)confirmation, as in the solution in line 3. It also shows the omission of the inflected verb
‘let’s go’, which is expendable as redundant in the map task.
(6) MVI_3396; 00:32.846
1. Pedro:
Ma3tsáu13 hñu3 jnɨ́13 réi13.
‘Let’s go to the corral over.’
→ 2. Marcelino: ¿Hí1 hñu3 jnɨ́13 réi13?
‘Yes-or-no, the corral over?’
→ 3. Pedro:
Ján3 réi13.
‘Yes over.’
The initial high-tone interrogative marker hí1 that begins line 2 is well fitted to frame
the utterance as a repair offering, making relevant a yes or no response. Its ballistic
stress and high tone give it a perceptually salient acoustic profile in whistled speech,
where it is always the first element of a whistled utterance that then goes on to repeat
the trouble source or otherwise offer a candidate understanding. It is an early cue for the
interpretation of the speech act (Sicoli et al. 2015). Hí1 is used far more often in the
whistled register than in the spoken language.
→ 3. Israel:

4.4. Classification as remedy. In example 7 the speaker rephrases the trouble of
line 1 in line 3, adding a classifier that has the effect of narrowing the range of possible
interpretations. The name Má1 ‘Mark’ is more narrowly specified by the addition of the
masculine person classifier yeh3, which subcategorizes for a name.
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(7) CAM20307_01; 11:19.680
1. Marcelino: ¿Má1 lɨ32 quioh21 Má1 né3 réi13?
‘Is Mark already finished over?’
2. Victor:
¿He13?
‘Huh?’
→ 3. Marcelino: ¿Má1 lɨ32 quioh21 yeh3 Má1 nɨ́2 réi13?
‘Is Mr. Mark there already finished over?’
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4.5. Action reduction as remedy. In example 8 Israel says ‘Tell your brother
Sixto and we’ll go’, a turn with two component actions distributed across conjoined
phrases. The turn is marked as one unit, with the turn-finality marker réi13 at the end of
the utterance. This complex turn is followed by an open-class repair initiator in line 2,
and in line 3 the troubled turn gets remedied by reduction to a single action, ‘Go-andget your brother Sixto’.
(8) CAM20523_01; 00:29.980
1. Israel:
Nɨ́2 jan13 nú2 yeh3 Síx1tó1 renh2 jáun2 tsáu13 réi13.
‘Go-and-get your brother Sixto and we’ll go over.’
2. Roman: ¿He13?
‘Huh?’
→ 3. Israel:
Nɨ́2 jan13 nú2 yeh3 Síx1tó1 renh2 réi13.
‘Go-and-get your brother Sixto over.’
4. Roman: Jan1 réi13.
‘OK over.’

While the next two examples additionally have some trouble of noise (a waterfall in
9 and a rare case of overlapping speech in 10), they both also show complex turns remedied by action reduction. In example 9 Roman answers the question Israel poses in line
1, ‘What are you doing?’, with the response in line 2, ‘I’m not doing anything’, and in
the same turn he also initiates a new sequence with the directive ‘Come here’. Again we
have two actions in one turn, which is treated as trouble, even though in this case there
are two markers of utterance finality. The repair initiation used is open class, which
prompts a repeat. In this case only the directive (the action not tied to the prior action of
line 1) is repeated.
(9) CAM20543_01; 00:11.860
1. Israel:
¿He3 dí1jmuh32 hnú2 ñí1 nɨ́2?
‘What are you doing there?’
2. Roman: Tiá2 hi3 dí1jmu2 ná3 réi13. Ña32 ñí1 lá2 réi13.
‘I’m not doing anything over. Come here over.’
3. Israel:
¿He13?
‘Huh?’
→ 4. Roman: Ña32 ñí1 lá2 réi13.
‘Come here over.’
5. Israel:
Lá2 má2 ja32 ná3 réi13.
‘I’m coming over.’

Example 10 similarly shows a complex turn made up of two constituent utterances.
Even though both utterances separately are repair initiators that had been used independently without trouble earlier in this interaction, their collocation into a complex
turn creates trouble, as indicated in the open request interjection. In repeating only the
second repair initiation, the solution shows a reduction.
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(10) CAM20302_01; 01:08.02
1. Victor:
Ha3 tiá2 niéih3 réi13. ¿[He3 juánh3 hnú2 réi13?
‘I didn’t hear over. What did you say over?’
2. Marcelino:
[Hí3rau3‘Brown sugar-’
3. Marcelino: ¿He13?
‘Huh?’
→ 4. Victor:
¿He3 juánh3 hnú2 réi13?
‘What did you say over?’
In sum, these examples show us that on the rare occasions where a single whistled
turn attempts more than one action, the complex turn-at-whistling is followed by a repair initiation indicating trouble. Rather than being remedied by full repetition of both
actions, abandoning one of the actions to simplify the turn is a common strategy.

5. Open and restricted repair initiations in an extended sequence of
fourth-position repair. The final example I present illustrates an extended sequence
of repair and shows a repair type not seen in the above examples, which were all ‘nextturn’ repairs where repair is initiated immediately after the trouble-source turn. Fourthposition repair is one of two types of other-initiated repair after next turn (Schegloff
1992). In fourth-position repair a trouble source is not identified by speaker B’s next
turn, and speaker A does not notice that B’s response is misfit. When B then realizes
after A’s subsequent turn that there is trouble in the larger sequence, s/he can issue a repair in an attempt to get the whole sequence back on track.
(11) CAM20548_01; 00:10.760
1. Israel:
Uóu3 tɨ3 la3 ñéi32 nɨ́2 ñú2 Maɨ21 réi13.
[——]
‘Climb up the hill, Roman over.’
↑
2. Roman: Jan1 réi13.
[trouble 1]
‘OK over.’
↓
3. Israel:
Ján3 réi13.
[——]
‘Yes over.’
4. Roman: ¿Hí1 juɨ32 nɨ32 jáuh13 ná3 réi13?
[repair init 1]
‘Yes-or-no, I should head over by you over?’ [trouble 2]
5. Israel:
¿He13?
[repair init 2]
‘Huh?’
[solution 2]
6. Roman: ¿Hí1 juɨ32 nɨ32 jáuh13 ná3 réi13?
‘Yes-or-no, I should head over by you over?’
7. Israel:
Ján3 réi13.
[solution 1]
‘Yes over.’
In example 11 Israel issues a directive to Roman to head up the hill. Roman’s response
is an affirmation ‘OK’, which looks to fit the sequence, but then Israel responds ‘yes’.
That the interjection is now seen as misfit and the participants have lost intersubjectivity in the sequence is clear at the point of the repair initiation with the hí1 + candidate
format in line 4, which looks back to issue repair to line 1. This repair initiation is itself
treated as a trouble source in line 5 when Israel issues the minimal repair token ¿He13?
‘Huh?’, which is a repair initiated on a repair. This second trouble source gets remedied
by repetition in line 6, and we can see that the team regains intersubjectivity with the
solution in line 7, fitted to repair initiation 1 in line 4. This example shows that repair
can be applied recursively in whistled conversations as in spoken conversations, and
that through repair in whistled speech participants are able to regain intersubjectivity
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and achieve understanding. These hierarchical nestings of misunderstanding and recovery show both Chinantec whistled speech and the mechanisms of conversational repair
to be quite powerful communicative systems.

6. Discussion. The presence of conversational repair in Chinantec whistled speech
demonstrates that, like the spoken language, the whistled register is generative, being
used for novel utterances, and through the mechanism of conversational repair speakers
work cooperatively to achieve and maintain intersubjectivity, similar to spoken language. Chinantec whistled speech then is not emblematic whistling like the attentiongetting fall-rise whistle in American culture or the fixed-utterance whistles heard at
Mexican bus stations directing drivers to back up, which sound like the whistled equivalent of the Spanish para atras para atras ‘back up back up’, or the limited set of formulaic texts of the earlier mentioned drum and gong systems. Rather, Chinantec
whistled speech is a register of the spoken language used in particular settings for particular purposes through which participants conduct conversational work. We can see
from the examples presented here both the amazing productivity of whistled speech and
some of its limitations.
The whistled speech data show several interesting differences from what is known
comparatively about repair in spoken languages. Data analysis demonstrates that otherinitiated repairs are far more frequent than self-initiated repairs, suggesting that the
well-established preference for self-initiated repair is not present in whistled speech.
Considering other-initiated repair, the Sochiapam Chinantec whistled speech corpus supports the universality of the three-turn sequence organization of other-initiated repair observed in spoken languages, but it shows some striking differences, including a reduction
in other-initiated repair formats excluding ‘restricted requests’. Other-initiated repair in
whistled speech seems to afford two options: the error signal of the open request formats like ‘Huh?’, ‘What did you say?’, and ‘I didn’t understand’ (all some way of saying
‘I didn’t get it’, functioning like ‘say again’does in radio operator lingo) and a check signal in which the repair initiator provides a candidate understanding of the trouble-source
utterance to check with the other speaker. Both of these have predictable (closed) response options: some type of repeat or modified repeat for the error signal, and confirmation or disconfirmation for the check signal.11 The missing forms (repairs initiated
through restricted requests that would choose from the array of question words to target
some aspect of the trouble source rather than the whole turn, or the alternative question
format, where multiple understandings are offered) are both more open in terms of the response forms being less specified or constrained. Their repair sequence would require
more intricate pragmatic inferences and collaborative reference among the participants.
Another consideration is that the absence of restricted requests may index a lack of actions to repair and clarify reference, where the present formats focus on recognizing a
whole utterance and its action. We may ask here, what is it about the whistled speech
channel that makes such intermediate forms of repair less fitted to its communicative
ecology?
Human language is always channeled via modalities, each of which has individually,
or in combination with others, a semiotic carrying capacity, which is to say that they
have different affordances or degrees of freedom for communication based both on constraints of our bodies (e.g. phonetic, visual, or tactile sign production and perception)
and on the ritualized participation frames that come with expected body configurations
11

Thanks to Mark Dingemanse for suggesting this way of considering the reduced system.
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between participants. There has been some work in various subdisciplines of linguistics
examining the limitations and affordances of communicative channels. Hockett (1987),
for example, discusses the dimensionality of speech and other forms of representation
as geometric degrees of freedom. He observed that the syntax of speech is unidimensional and unidirectional, but a modality like drawing, in contrast, allows the interpreter
to move around the image without an inherent direction (1987:6). Mathematical notation makes use of two-dimensional representations, sculpture three dimensions. Visual
sign languages afford four dimensions of representation (1987:7), and multimodal interaction goes beyond these to afford combinations of audible, visible, and haptic semiosis (see work collected in Streeck et al. 2011). Both sign languages and multimodal
interaction afford greater use of simultaneous sign modes in addition to the concatenation of signs in time (though on the use of simultaneity in speech through prosodiclexical configurations see Sicoli 2010, 2015).12 Making a similar argument, Levinson
(2000:28) described the speech modality as a bottleneck in the speed of human communication because of the relatively slow transmission rate of speech (around seven
syllables or eighteen segments per second), while the neurology of production and comprehension can process at a much higher rate. And sign language researchers have explored the effects and noneffects of modality on language in the volume Modality and
structure in signed and spoken languages (Meier et al. 2009). We should consider the
possibility that modality constraints might be involved in differences of repair practiced
through different communicative modalities.
One of the chapters in Meier et al. 2009 considered differences between self-initiated
repair in sign language and spoken language, noting a timing difference related to the
transmission-rate differences between sign and speech. Hohenberger, Happ, and Leuninger (2009) point out that in the signed modality self-initiated repairs more often
occur during the articulation of a sign, but in the oral modality the self-repair tends to be
initiated after the trouble-source word (see also Fox et al. 2009 for crosslinguistic comparison of the onset of self-initiated self-repair). Where Levinson noted the bottleneck
of slow speech articulation, Hohenberger and colleagues (2009) and Meier (2009:8), as
well as others, have shown that sign languages have longer production times due to the
large relative size of the articulators. Hohenberger and colleagues (2009) argue that the
slower articulation in sign languages allows the speaker to catch and repair errors before the end of the sign. Interestingly, this same modality effect may push sign languages in the typological direction of having a greater information density than speech,
taking advantage of the simultaneity afforded by the visual channel and offsetting the
slower articulation. The face-to-face participation framework of sign languages may
also be involved in affording repair before the end of the sign, because the signer has
access to additional cues of misunderstanding given off by others. The face-to-face participation framework of sign languages may also privilege additional repair formats.
Manrique (2016) and Manrique and Enfield (2015) show Argentine Sign language
(LSA) to have an additional explicit repair format in the ‘freeze-look’, a response where
a person (signer B) will freeze his or her posture until self-repair is initiated by signer A,
or signer B finally upgrades to an explicitly formulated repair initiation. The effects of
modality constraints and affordances on self-repair in sign languages raises the question
While Johnson and Liddell (2010) model the segmental representation of signs at the phonetic level in
sign languages as sequential and not simultaneous, I am rather highlighting the quality of signs with manual
and nonmanual components to afford simultaneous articulation, thinking about them in relation to multimodal communication. Simultaneity is one affordance and sequencing another.
12
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of whether transposing speech to a whistled modality can be involved in provoking the
differences we see in the organization of self- and other-repair.
The comparison between spoken languages and independent sign languages like
American Sign Language (ASL) or Deutsche Gebärdensprache (DGS) is not exactly
parallel to the relationship between a spoken register and a whistled register of a language. A more appropriate comparison is between, say, spoken English and a manually
signed English like SEE (Signing Exact English) (Gustafson & Zawolkow 1993),
though such a system is less directly related to English phonology, drawing much of its
morphophonological affordances from hybridity with ASL. A better comparison is between cases where a visual sign language is transposed through a tactile modality, such
as Tactile ASL (TASL) (Edwards 2014) or Tactile Auslan (Willoughby et al. 2014). In
examining the development of a tactile sign language from a visual sign language by
previously sighted members of a deaf-blind community, Edwards (2014:30) shows the
development of TASL to have been dually constrained, involving ‘a series of reductions
enacted as increasingly demanding constraints are imposed on the capacities of the
body’ and also change in the ‘habitual, sensory orientations that accrue to conventional
participation frameworks’.
As presented in §2.1, whistled speech is a reduced form of the spoken language
marked in its absence of consonants, vowels, and nasalization. One reason that repairs
formatted as restricted requests seem to be more costly (and thus have been selected out
of the practice of whistled speech in its natural history) is an increased homophony that
results from the reliance on the prosodic profiles of words. A glance back at Table 4
shows that four of the content question words clearly distinct in the spoken language
become homophonous in the whistled register: jáh3 ‘how many’, cónh3 ‘how much’,
lánh3 ‘how’, and lɨ́h3 ‘when’. In contrast, the recognizability of the interjection he13 as
a minimal monosyllabic repair initiation, the few other commonly used constructions to
signal error in receipt, and the highly recognizable profile of hí1 + candidate get the job
of other-initiated repair done with less indeterminacy.
Additional facts to consider when comparing the semiotic carrying capacity of whistled speech to that of the spoken language include the typological generality that whistled speech systems have short turns at talk and the action-reduction solution type
presented in §4.5. It may be that the lack of alternative question repair initiations bears
on this question as well, though it is inconclusive since this type of construction is also
absent from spoken register corpora of many languages. As I mentioned in §2.1, and as
Cowan (1948) pointed out long ago, turns at whistling are generally short. Cowan, however, claimed that ‘there is no known reason why single utterances could not be much
longer’ (1948:282). I propose that the particular solution of action reduction does suggest a reason and points to some limitations and affordances of the whistled speech
modality. The short turns in whistled speech dialogues are most commonly designed to
achieve one communicative action. They generally question or answer, invite or accept,
inform or (dis)confirm, repair or remedy, but rarely do they do more than one such action. Moreover, when a speaker does attempt a turn with multiple actions (like answering a question and then issuing a directive), it tends to create communicative trouble
marked by the initiation of repair. This is one place where whistled speech differs from
the spoken language, where multiple actions and complex embeddings are often common (see examples in Foris 2000:309–40), with misunderstanding relatively rare.
There is a basic selection process at work, seen in the need for repair on utterances
that attempt multiple actions or embeddings where they are remedied by action (or
clause) reduction. Upon hearing a whistled utterance the interpreter must begin a search
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that maps the prosodic and melodic structure to a possible spoken equivalent. One way
to constrain the search is to try to parse the utterance as a whole unit that is doing some
single thing communicatively. This unifies several facts about whistled speech, including the few complex utterances and their regular failure, the lack of restricted requests
that target part of a turn, and the lack of a preference for self-repair.
Self-initiated self-repair essentially compresses multiple actions within one turn. A
speaker starts to speak, stops as an initiation of repair, and then starts again with a corrected form (though the multiple actions may only produce one intended speech act).
From the interpreter’s point of view, without some dedicated signal that self-initiated repair was underway (which the Chinantec language does not have), it would be difficult
in whistled speech to tell that the utterance should not be interpreted as a whole but rather
that the message only begins at the solution to the self-repair. Similarly, when we examine the reduction in the other-initiated repair typology we can see that the only repair initiators that remain in whistled speech are the ones that target a whole utterance rather than
a constituent part or offer multiple alternative interpretations within one turn of talk. In
whistled speech there are only open-class repair initiations that prompt some form of full
repetition and understanding checks that offer candidate understandings of a communicative action for (dis)confirmation. Since conversational moves that attempt to encode
multiple actions in single turns have a tendency to create communicative breakdowns,
conversational repair acts as a self-correcting mechanism to select for turns that carry
only one communicative action in this speech-exchange system. This is a fact about the
carrying capacity of the whistled modality and its habitual participation frame.
This article shows that it can be productive to study language reduced through channels with a narrower bandwidth than speech, just as sign language researchers and researchers of multimodal interaction show us the importance of studying language
channeled through broader bandwidths. Both directions can be put on the same field of
inquiry through the broader concept of mediated discourse. One fact about language in
use is that humans have an ability to adjust the semiotics of their interactions along single or multiple channels, through our different kinds of bodies (hearing, deaf, deafblind) and through technological instruments of communication like new media. All
uses of language then are actually mediated discourse. The question that speakers, interpreters, and analysts must attend to at some level is: what are the affordances carried
by the medium and how may that affect the organization of our linguistic practice?
The carrying capacity of the whistled speech channel has fewer affordances for
multi-action turns and for targeting subconstituents, and thus we see the particular preferences and typological reductions for repair that I have presented in this article. This
differs from what repair looks like in telephone talk because, although also a longdistance channel that eliminates the visual modality, the vocal tract is not reduced in
telephone talk. Telephone communication carries the articulation of consonants and
vowels for a denser resolution of communication. However, telephone talk will show
higher frequencies of verbal backchannels than face-to-face interactions, where backchannels may also be accomplished by nods (Stivers 2008), and will show a lower frequency of deictic pronouns and communicative gestures because of a lack of a visual
ground for deictic reference. If we instead examine copresent multimodal interaction
we must recognize a different carrying capacity in which audible, visible, and tactile actions may be layered into complex signs or may be substitutive of each other. Turning to
visual sign languages, the carrying capacity of the visually embodied channel shows
different affordances again, which themselves differ from tactile sign language. Printed
discourse and computer-mediated discourse also show qualitative and systematic dif-
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ferences in semiotic carrying capacity. Such dimensionalities of the modalities through
which language is channeled give each of these communicative practices their semiotic
qualities with potentialities and limitations that may transform the typologies and preference structures. This article points out that we know little about these transformations, which are themselves informative of the human language capacity and its use,
and makes an incremental advance in our understanding of one such transformation
seen in the qualities of conversational repair in Chinantec Whistled Speech.
As a final note, this work points to the sustained need for research in three areas: the
cross-cultural study of the linguistic resources for conversational repair and more generally of a comparative pragmatics; the study of differently channeled language practices with a relative urgency to build transcribed corpora of the world’s remaining
whistled speech registers, as well as both visual and tactile sign languages as they
emerge and develop; and the documentation and study of less commonly researched
languages, including less commonly studied sign languages. All of these areas are understudied vantages on human language for linguistic typology and linguistic theory.
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